
Today’s menu

• I. The Nation in the international economy: Economic Nationalism
– Assumptions: 
– Policies
– Size and structure
– Liberal Response and Econ. Nat. Retort
– Economic nationalism and war

• III. business cycle
• IV. Great Depression

– Prosperity, 
– Transition
– Recession and Depression
– war

• V. Could it happen again?

Outline of Today’s session



Nations and war

• Nationalism as the ideology of Nations 
• Great departure from the liberal ideal…..

– Reason, rationality, human equality vs. emotion, 
uniqueness of the nation

– Economic liberals believe in free trade and the idea 
that comparative advantage specialization trade 
international interdependence peace

– Nationalism based on difference, often superiority, a 
permissive condition for war

– War and the military unite the nation but distort the 
market, undermine democracy and liberal values 

Nations as community: Nations and war



economic nationalism in the 
international economy

• States are main actors
• They care about their national community and 

want it to grow
• They pursue power to protect the national 

community—even from markets
• They want influence over other states to make 

themselves richer
• No government over states
• States compete with each other to survive
• International trade is a PD game

Economic Nationalism: Assumptions



Anarchy prevents cooperation: 
Cooperation for Free Trade is a PD game

Cooperate (free trade) Defect (protectionism)
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Comparative advantage
Growth for all

0,3
I keep my market open but you close 
yours; I lose an export opportunity but 
consumers benefit
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3,0
You keep your market open, I close 
mine, I win, you lose  an export 
opportunity but consumers 
benefit

3,3  
We both close our markets; you close 
yours, I retaliate, you retaliate, and so 
on…..

Economic Nationalism:  Assumptions



Policies: Protection, Market Control,  
economic warfare

• Defensive policies: Protect the nation’s economy  from 
others in the market
– Tariffs
– Non-tariff barriers to trade

• Offensive policies: Market Control
– Subsidies
– Dumping
– monopoly

• Aggressive policies: Economic Warfare
– embargoes

• Retaliation

Economic Nationalism: Policies



What policy you pursue depends on 
how big you are

• Trade gives small states more benefits than large ones
• Trade enmeshment isn’t good for any state’s social 

stability,  big or small
• Large states can easily close their markets, small states 

can’t.
• Large states can use their markets to create political 

influence, leverage (embargos, threats of closure, etc.)
• They can also use their resources to create a liberal 

international economic system.
– Can offer its open market, cheap exports, trade finance,
– But then they’re bound by the rules of membership in that 

system  (WTO)

Economic Nationalism: Size



The liberal response

• Lower aggregate wealth

• Consumers are hurt

• Liberal trade helps the 
nation:  a blessing

Econ. Nationalism: Liberal Response



The Economic Nationalist’s Retort

• What’s good for the whole system (aggregate 
wealth) might not be good for the nation

• The nation must be protected

• The state must accumulate wealth to enhance 
the power to provide security.

Economic Nationalism: Retort to Liberals



Nation -states, nationalism, economic 
nationalism, and war

• Protectionism threatens other nation-states
• Market control threatens others

• Nation-states seek to amass resources:  imperialism colonialism, 
invasion, war, occupation

• Nation-states build militaries both to protect from aggression and to 
commit acts of aggression

• Military-industrial complex and in liberal societies
– Privatization of the military
– Political “pork barrel” to create jobs shielded from the market
– War profits 

• Nationalist ideology assists in this project

Econ Nationalism: War



The Great Depression

Which Theories Explain Best

Example:  The Great Depression 
What are the best Explanations?  Liberal, 

Marxist, or Economic Nationalist?



GREAT
DEPRESSION

1920s—Prosperity phase

Transition phase

III. Business Cycle

Liberal Explanation:  The Business Cycle



Review: Prosperity Phase

• the economy is operating at or close to full 
capacity.

• New jobs - full employment union growth

• Increased lending and spending  - growth 
in aggregate demand. 

Business Cycle: Prosperity Phase



Transition phase. 

• Growing demand for loans - interest rates above 
the expected return on some proposed investments.

• Wage demands exceed gains in productivity.
• Production inputs become more expensive.
• costs of doing business increase across the board, 

the profit margins of firms begin to fall. 

• Some firms lay off workers,  unemployment growth

• rate of investment business sells firms sell off 
inventory             prices fall             

Business Cycle: Transition Phase



Recession or Depression Phase

• consumer borrowing and spending slow 
down Firms postpone capital spending + lay 
off more workers exports decline
deflation

• Pessimistic mood 

Business Cycle: Recession/depression 
phase



Moving back to the prosperity phase

• Decline in currency value exports 
Investment

• Businesses start to buy more inputs and more 
labor. 

• New jobs spur consumer optimism 
increased spending. 

Business Cycle: Back to Prosperity



Prosperity

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLnDPntfN
Fw&eurl=http://kassandraproject.wordpress.c
om/2008/10/10/economical-crisis-real-or-
caused-stock-crash-and-market-crisis/

IV Great Depression: Prosperity

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLnDPntfNFw&eurl=http://kassandraproject.wordpress.com/2008/10/10/economical-crisis-real-or-caused-stock-crash-and-market-crisis/�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLnDPntfNFw&eurl=http://kassandraproject.wordpress.com/2008/10/10/economical-crisis-real-or-caused-stock-crash-and-market-crisis/�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLnDPntfNFw&eurl=http://kassandraproject.wordpress.com/2008/10/10/economical-crisis-real-or-caused-stock-crash-and-market-crisis/�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLnDPntfNFw&eurl=http://kassandraproject.wordpress.com/2008/10/10/economical-crisis-real-or-caused-stock-crash-and-market-crisis/�


The Prosperity Phase in the 1920s: International 
Interdependence and the division of labor

• The Liberal Dream comes true!

From 1922 to 1929:
U.S. annual GNP growth of 5.5%
23% GNP growth
Employment up 17%
production up 50%
fed debt reduced by 25%
real wages up 15%
Unemployment never above 5%

Great Depression: Prosperity

Consumerism

Advertising

• consumer spending, which then made up three-quarters of 
the economy. (Today it’s about two-thirds.)

• the Federal Reserve tried to rein in what might have been 
called the irrational exuberance of the era.

• In 1928, the Fed maneuvered to drive up interest rates. So 
interest-sensitive sectors like construction slowed.

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/f/federal_reserve_system/index.html?inline=nyt-org�


Economic Growth

Great Depression: Prosperity



The gold standard led to more trade

• The Gold standard
• Freely exchangeable currency
• Gold Standard led to fluid exchanges 

in trade
• Multilateralism in Trade
• Comparative Advantage was working
• The beginning of consumer credit
• Growth of banking sector

•Governments committed themselves to sell gold for paper money 
• made the commitment credible by maintaining gold 

reserves equal to a minimum proportion of the paper
• England had adopted the gold standard in 1816, when the pound 
sterling was legally defined as the equivalent of 113 grains of fine 
gold. 
•Others followed

• A person holding any "civilized" money--pounds, 
francs, dollars, marks, etc.--could turn it into gold at 
will, and a person holding gold could turn it into any 
money.  

•All currencies had substantially the same value, and until 1914 
remained relatively stable.  
•currencies were all freely exchangeable.  

• A Frenchman, selling silks to a German, and hence 
receiving German marks, could turn the marks into 
francs, pounds, sterling, or dollars.  

•Trade was multilateral.
• A country needing imports from another country, such 

as American cotton, did not have to sell to that 
country to obtain them; it could sell its own goods 
anywhere and then import according to its needs.

It was the acceptance of the gold standard, and the fact that all 
important countries possessed a sufficient share of gold to support 
their currencies, that made possible so fluid an interchange.  

Great Depression: Prosperity



Britain as the world’s creditor

• Where did the credit come from? The Market wasn't self 
regulating:  Britain as the world’s creditor 

• Throughout the 19th century, Britain played the role of the 
world's creditor, in order to keep free trade alive--, Britain 
maintained a relatively open marked for the exports of 
countries in balance of payments difficulties, 2) provided 
contracyclical foreign long-term lending, and 3) acted as a 
lender of last resort in times of exchange crisis.

Great Depression: Prosperity



But while all are thriving……Germany failed the test of the 
Market-Democracy Link:  Hyperinflation!

Great Depression: Germany

Economic liberals sometimes 
argue that Democracy 
Undermines the market:
The reasoning is that markets 
require economic competition 
and a minimal but strong state 
that ensures competition; 
But democracies are vulnerable 
to interest group and populist 
pressures

• that distort markets through 
taxes and regulations 
(especially labor demands 
need to be constrained 
because they prevent capital 
accumulation.)



And Germany is left out…..

One underlying problem was the international indebtedness caused by 
the Versailles peace settlement in 1918.  Most countries did not have 
the surpluses necessary to pay their bills, and the U.S. was the net 
creditor.  The Germans paid their reparations essentially with funds 
borrowed from America; Germany's creditors then used the same funds 
or other American loans to pay off their debts to the U.S. In 1929, when 
the stock-marked crash cut off all U.S. investment overseas, it was clear 
how precarious the system had been.  Within two years, reparations 
and interallied debt payments were abruptly cut off as well.

Great Depression: Germany



And there were also hidden problems 
in the U.S.. . . . (transition phase) 

• Wages lagged behind profits

• Fewer purchases 

• So prices fell

• Especially commodity prices: Farmers couldn’t 
pay debts

• And couldn’t purchase goods

• Manufacturing began to lose jobs and profits…

Great Depression: Transition



Agricultural Decline and Depression

Great Depression: Transition



The crash of 1929 and the spread of 
economic crisis 

• World prices plunge

• World Trade falls

• Unemployment 

skyrockets

Great Depression: Recession/Depression



clinging to the gold standard makes 
things worse….back to Polanyi

A

Great Depression: Depression/Recession



Commodification of Money
The Intl. Gold Standard

• Just like the commodification of labor, Polanyi argued 
that the glod standard wouldn’t work.

• Global Market Place Without Global Government!
• “Gold standard and constitutionalism were the 

instruments which made the voice of the City of 
London heard in many smaller countries which had 
adopted these symbols of adherence to the new 
international order”

Great Depression: Depression/Recession



What happens when you are in a balance of 
payments deficit and you are tied to the gold 

standard?
• What if a country’s economy was declining and it 

began to import more than it exported. (balance 
of payments deficit)



1) Try to expand your exports (sell 
more so you can buy more)

– HOW?  DECREASE YOUR CURRENCY VALUE  BY 
LOWERING INTEREST RATES…….

– ↓ interest rates ↓ demand for currency↓ 
currency value ↓ price of goods sold abroad 
↑ exports ↑ production +↑ jobs ↑ Y 
ability to pay for imports ↑ currency value

– But NO…..they couldn’t do that.  Why?  The 
currency value was fixed to the price of gold.



2) Raise interest rates and deflate the 
economy even further…..

• Raise interest rates so that speculators wouldn't 
convert investments into gold. 

• ↑interest rates ↑increase cost of borrowing 
↓ access to credit ↓ production ↓ jobs 
 Y ↓ demand for goods more ↓ 
production ↓ jobs 

• This won’t do either!  Why?



Protest



The Gold Standard left governments 
immobilized

• Why?

• What was the way out of immobilization while 
still clinging to the gold standard?

• Was the system really “self regulating?”

• Britain’s role



Depression took away Britain’s ability 
to be the world’s creditor

• As production declined, England could not pay for imports 
and the gold reserve supporting the pound declined,

• and people who had pounds converted their pounds into 
gold because value of gold was stable. 

• Then there were too many British pounds on the market 
and the value dropped.  So Britain went off the gold 
standard in 1931 in order to devalue the pound.  

• Then 20-odd other countries went off the gold standard in 
order to protect their industries and their exports



Without credit, governments would be toppled 
if they clung to the gold standard

• Their only choice was to deflate their 
economies and deflation was unacceptable….

• So they abandoned gold

• And unmasked the unsustainability of the 
gold standard



And unmasked the unsustainability of 
the gold standard

• Just like the commodification of labor, Polanyi argued 
that the gold standard wouldn’t work.

• Global Market Place Without Global Government!

Great Depression: Depression/Recession



Leaving the Gold Standard
Standard



Currency values plunged…..

• And countries engaged in 
competitive devaluations to 
make their exports cheaper

• Forcing the closure of plants 
in importing countries

• Leading to more and more 
joblessness which then led to 



Protectionism: Tariffs, quotas, and other 
trade barriers enacted



The world responds with economic 
nationalism



Trade stops, US economy declines 
even more



The Tendency toward Economic 
Nationalism

• The Logic of Protectionism
– Contradictions between  needs of the domestic 

political economy and the International economy

– Markets require national economies to be open 
for free trade to flourish

– But markets fluctuate and can have negative 
effects on society



The imperatives of the market vs. needs of the 
national community

• Market imperatives
– The business cycle
– Free Trade creates losers and requires “adjustment”

– Losers are free to fail

• Political Imperatives
• Nations and states need political and social stability—losers are 

must have a safety net because they are citizens of the “nation”
• The political need for stability and the requirements of the 

market are contradictory under the above conditions
• Governments must intervene in markets 

• to protect the “nation” 
• They can topple when society is unstable



Tendency toward economic nationalism: 
explaining protectionism as a PD Game

Cooperate (free trade) Defect (protectionism)
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Comparative advantage
Growth for all, I keep my market 
open even with BOP deficits 
because I know things will get 
better

0,3
I keep my market open but you close yours; 
I lose so eventually I will retaliate
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You keep your market open, I 
close mine, I win, you lose and 
eventually you retaliate

1,1  
We both close our markets; you close 
yours, I retaliate, you retaliate, and so 
on…..no more free trade

Contradictions between  needs of the 
domestic political economy and the 
International economy



Sure enough…..the world moved from 
Liberalism to Economic Nationalism

Britain is
The World’s
Creditor

Great Depression
Dropping the Gold 
Standard. Smoot-Hawley
Protectionism

Classical Liberalism at work

Economic Nationalism
At Work



Capitalism in Crisis: The Great Depression and backlash 
against liberalism



The Great Depression showed that the classical liberal 
response was too risky for governments





War and Genocide



Overview: Cause and Effects



Could it happen again? 

Some similarities
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